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Abstract
U.S. commercial buildings consumed around 18% of total primary energy in 2017 and a 2.23 EJ increase
is expected by 2050. Energy-related data for commercial buildings can be used for various applications,
including benchmarking, building component analysis, market potential analysis, and policy making.
Although there are plenty of data sources for energy usage in commercial buildings, they have not been
thoroughly reviewed and summarized. As a result, users do not have comprehensive guidelines about
selections of right data sources for specific application needs. To fill this gap, this paper conducts a
comprehensive review to summarize data sources for energy usage in U.S. commercial buildings and
discuss their usages for different applications. First, the paper summarizes the survey and simulation data
sources for energy usage. The data sources are compared in terms of their data collection methods, released
information, and relevant features. Second, this paper analyzes the applications for different survey and
simulation data sources. This review categorizes the applications of data sources into five categories,
including energy performance benchmarks, energy use forecasts and predictions, energy use contributions
of building components, supports of building energy policies, and urban-scale energy use analysis.
Moreover, the paper introduces several cases to demonstrate the usages of these data sources.
Key words: Commercial Buildings, Energy Consumption, Survey Data, Simulation Data, Applications

1. Introduction
The Energy Information Agency’s (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook 2018 estimates that the commercial
building sector was responsible for around 18% of primary U.S. energy use in 2017 [1]. It also projected
that the primary energy consumption of U.S. commercial buildings would increase 2.23 EJ by 2050. The
comparison of energy use intensities (EUIs) between existing buildings and high-efficiency buildings
showed a great potential to reduce the energy consumption in commercial buildings [2-7]. For example,
Griffith, et al. [3] concluded that the site EUI with high-efficiency buildings, excluding photovoltaics (PV)
panels, was 457.67 MJ/m2-yr, which was only 45% of average site EUI of existing commercial buildings
at the time of the study. Glazer [4] analyzed 272 building and climate combinations and stated that the high
energy-efficient commercial buildings in the U.S. had the potential to consume only around 50% site energy
compared to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 [8]. To understand the broad picture of U.S. commercial
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building energy consumption, it is necessary to analyze the energy-related data for U.S. commercial
buildings.
There are a rich set of data sources for energy-related data of U.S. commercial buildings. This paper focuses
on the data sets where the data is easy to obtain and can be used for new research. This paper classifies
these data sets into two categories – survey data sets and simulation data sets. Survey data sets in this paper
collect the raw data mainly from surveys of building respondents and energy providers, on-site meters,
utility bills, or other survey data sets. Then databases are created based on the data. Simulation data is
generated by building energy simulation programs [9]. Model developers collect the building model inputs
from survey data, energy standards, and expert knowledge. Then building energy simulation programs
produce the results based on the building model inputs. This paper defines both building model inputs and
simulation results as simulation data.
Survey data provides the possibility to overview building energy consumption in the commercial building
sector. The federal and local governments and organizations summarized the energy-related characteristics
of commercial buildings and energy usage data, and then built several databases [10-14]. Some data sources
contain in-depth building characteristics and energy use for representative samples. For example, the
Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) is a nation’s comprehensive survey that
collects information on U.S. commercial buildings, including energy usage data and associated building
characteristics [13]. Also, the California Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS) is a popular statecomprehensive survey data source for energy consumption in California’s commercial buildings [12]. The
other data sources do not contain in-depth building characteristics and energy use for individual building
samples. Instead, they pursue large-scale energy-related data like the Building Performance Database
(BPD). BPD is a national database for the energy data of U.S. commercial and residential buildings based
on multiple existing data sources [14, 15]. These data sources, including CBECS, CEUS, and BPD, focus
on the overall commercial building sector. Meanwhile, some data sources only focus on specific types of
commercial buildings. For instance, Labs 21 collects data only for laboratories across the country [16]. The
New Building Institute (NBI) only collects the data from buildings certified by Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) [17, 18].
Building energy simulation programs can generate energy-related simulation data for U.S. commercial
buildings. Survey data, energy standards, existing building models, and expert knowledge are applied to
select the model inputs for building characteristics and operations. Then based on the model inputs, the
energy results are generated by using building energy simulation programs like EnergyPlus [19]. After that,
depending on different building types, locations, and vintages, a rich set of building energy models can be
created with different model input settings and the models generate different energy results. Finally, the
simulation data sources collect the main model inputs and energy results. Nowadays, in the U.S., there are
various existing simulation data sources and they are used for different objectives. For instance, Huang and
Franconi [20] created 120 commercial building prototypes to quantify the contributions of components to
heating and cooling loads in U.S. commercial buildings. Also, Griffith, et al. [21] created 4,820 building
models to reflect the energy performance of commercial building samples in the 2003 CBECS. Based on
these models, researchers assessed the technical potential for achieving net zero-energy (NZE) commercial
buildings and energy impacts of various energy efficiency measures [3, 22]. To use a small set of building
energy models to represent the majority of U.S. commercial buildings, the Department of Energy (DOE)
created Commercial Reference Building Models by using EnergyPlus and aimed to evaluate the impact of
various energy efficiency measures for commercial buildings [23]. The building models include three
categories based on the vintages – pre-1980, post-1980, and new construction. After that, the DOE used
those models to quantify the potential energy from the U.S. commercial buildings by improving the energy
codes like American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
Standard 90.1 [8, 24-26] and International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) [27-30]. As a result, DOE
has been continuously updated the building models based on different editions of ASHRAE Standard 90.1
and IECC. The updated building models are then called Commercial Prototype Building Models [31].
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Recently, OpenStudio, an interface of EnergyPlus became popular [32, 33]. Thus, the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) developed a library called OpenStudio-Standards gem, which includes
OpenStudio’s version of Commercial Reference Building Models and Commercial Prototype Building
Models [34, 35]. To conduct large scale analysis, NREL developed DEnCity to store a rich set of existing
OpenStudio building models for future research [36-38].
Both survey and simulation data sources were used in various applications for different targeted users. First,
the data sources can provide benchmarks for energy consumption in U.S. commercial buildings. For
example, Energy Star Portfolio Manager and ASHRAE bEQ used the CBECS data as the foundation for its
rating system targets [39, 40], and the LEED Rating System developed a rating system based on building
models [41]. Also, the data sources are usually used for forecasting and predicting building energy
consumption. The NZE potential study done by NREL provided a case study to analyze the energy saving
potentials in the U.S. commercial building sector by using over 4,000 building models [3]. Furthermore,
product developers are interested in energy impacts of building components like lights and systems. Thus,
it is necessary to decompose impacts of components to building energy consumption. Huang and Franconi
[20] analyzed the impacts of components to the heating and cooling loads in the U.S. commercial buildings.
Both survey and simulation data sources can serve for the developments of building energy policies and
standards. For instance, ASHRAE Standard 100 created EUI targets based on the energy data in CBECS
[42, 43]. Thornton, et al. [44] used the Commercial Prototype Building Models to validate whether the new
ASHRAE Standard can achieve the energy and cost saving goals by comparing to the old standard.
Recently, it became popular to use simulation data to conduct urban scale building energy analyses. Based
on the geographic information system (GIS) and building energy modeling, it is able to create urban scale
energy models. For example, Hong, et al. [45], Macumber, et al. [46], and Reinhart and Davila [47] created
urban scale energy models and conducted analyses based on the models.
This paper is to summarize the existing data sources for energy-related data of U.S. commercial buildings
and provide a guideline to select right data sources for specific applications. First, the paper summarizes
the survey and simulation data sources for energy usage of U.S. commercial buildings and compares the
data sources in terms of their data collection methods, released information, and features. Then this review
analyzes the applications for different survey and simulation data sources. Based on the different features,
this paper categorizes the applications of data sources into five categories, including energy performance
benchmarks, energy usage forecasts and predictions, energy use contributions of building components,
supports of energy policies and standards, and urban-scale energy use analysis, along with several cases to
show how to use these data sources. Further, we introduce the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and guide
users to select the databases for specific applications.

2. Existing Data Sources
This section introduces the main data sources in the U.S., including three survey data sources and six
simulation data sources. It compares the features of each data source. The introduction and comparison will
provide a broad picture of the data sources and preferences to select the data sources for different objectives.

2.1. Survey Data
Based on the coverage area, survey data sources of energy consumption in commercial buildings can be
classified into local and national sources. Based on the number of samples and information recorded from
each sample, survey data sources can also be divided into in-depth and large-scale sources. The in-depth
sources can provide detailed building characteristics and energy use data, like building geometry, building
schedules, and end-use energy consumption, for each building sample. The large-scale sources usually only
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provide several key building characteristics and energy data for each building samples, but consist of rich
sets of building samples. This section introduces three typical survey data sources. CEUS is one of the
representative state’s energy survey data sources for U.S. commercial buildings which can be considered
as local and in-depth survey data sources [12]. CBECS is a nation’s comprehensive survey belonging to
national and in-depth survey data sources [13]. The last one, BPD, is one of the largest survey data sources
for energy consumption in U.S. buildings, and it is a national and large-scale data source [14].
The three survey data sources were developed for different purposes. CEUS primarily aims to support the
California Energy Commission’s (CEC) energy demand forecasting activities. To gain the data for hourly
end uses, CEUS involved building energy program to conduct post-procession for the survey data [12, 48,
49]. CBECS data is a national-level sample survey of commercial buildings [13]. Its target is to display the
distribution of the energy performance of commercial building sector and, thus, it provides statistical design
for sampling. The goal of BPD is not to achieve a representative national sample like CBECS. Instead, BPD
is developed as a national-level decision-support platform. The BPD’s purpose is to generate plenty of
building samples, which makes it valid to conduct research at the local level [10]. BPD can be used to assess
building energy efficiency, forecast building energy performance, and quantify uncertainty of building
energy consumption. Due to different purposes, the three survey data sources provide different procedures
to collect, process, and generate data. Figure 1 summarizes the procedures of developing the three survey
data sources.
CEUS

CBECS

BPD

Building Sample Selection
• The area frame
• The list frames

Data Collection
•
•

On-Site Survey Data
Energy Usage from Utilities and
Data Loggers

Data Processing
(DrCEUS)
•

Data Collection

Data Collection
•

• Building Survey
• Energy Supplier Survey
• Engineering-Based Regression Model

Data Processing
•
•
•
•
•

Clean data

Receive raw data from providers
(Over 25 data sets including
CBECS and CEUS)

Data Processing

Check pattern of data
Adjust ineligible codes
Complement missing data
Check the building classification
etc.

•
•
•

Map raw data to BPD schema and
BEDES format
Clean mapped data
Calculate Derived Values

Data Analysis (DrCEUS)
•
•

Hourly end-use energy
consumption at the building level
Segment-level end-use energy
consumption

CEUS Data Set

CBECS Data Set

BPD Data Set

Online Analysis Tool

Figure 1. Procedures of developing the data sets
CEUS conducted a comprehensive on-site survey and collected the information of energy usage of samples
from five utility companies [12]. Then DrCEUS (a simulation program developed based on SitePro and
eQUEST) cleaned data and generated hourly end-use energy [50-52]. Finally, the CEUS data set was
formed and developed based on the survey data and simulation end-use energy data.
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As a national commercial building energy survey, the scope of CBECS is significantly larger than CEUS,
which is focused on California. To reflect the change of the building energy performance over time, EIA
updates the CBECS data continuously since 1979. The analysis of this paper focuses on the two latest and
most used versions are the 2003 and the 2012 CBECS [53, 54]. The 2003 and 2012 CBECS adopted an
area frame portion and an list frames portion to select building samples [55]. The area frame portion ensures
that the distribution of building samples is representative of all the U.S. commercial buildings. The list
frames portion optimizes the combination of large and small buildings to reflect their weighted impacts on
the nation’s energy consumption. Next, CBECS collected data of selected building samples from
respondents and energy suppliers. In addition, regression models were used if the data could not be obtained
[56-58]. After that, CBECS processed data to fix errors and fill missing data.
Another national survey data source, BPD, shows a different way to collect data. Instead of collecting data
by on-site survey and from energy suppliers, BPD mapped over 25 source data sets including CBECS and
CEUS, and collected data from these data sets. Then BPD adjusted the data formats in different data sets
into the format following the criteria of the Building Energy Data Exchange Specification (BEDES). After
that, BPD cleaned the data to fix errors. Finally, BPD derived its own data and formed the database [59].
Moreover, based on the data set, BPD created an online analysis tool which includes peer group analysis
and performance comparison [60]. The online analysis tool makes it convenient for users to analyze the
data and make decisions.
Besides the various data collection and procession methods adopted by the three survey data sources, they
also publish different information about building energy consumption. Table 1 summarizes the available
information provided by the three survey data sources. The data of individual building sample in CEUS is
not available to the public. Instead, CEUS provides the analysis results of end-use energy consumption for
the entire commercial building sector in California. Meanwhile, DrCEUS supports a variety of commercial
end-use energy analyses [12]. On the contrary, CBECS provides the building characteristics and energy
data of individual building sample. Users can estimate locations of building samples based on the climate
zones and census divisions [13]. Although BPD does not provide the details of each building sample either,
users can easily analyze and compare the distribution of building energy-related features like EUIs and total
floor areas at the local levels via BPD’s user interface [60].
Table 1. Information provided by the three survey data sources
CEUS
Year
Published
Number of
Building
Types
Location

2006

12

California (Divided by
climate zone)

Number of
Samples

2,800

Available
Information

End-use energy
consumption

CBECS
1979, 1983, 1986, 1989,
1992, 1995, 1999, 2003,
2012
Principal Building Activity:
20
More Specific Building
Activity: 51 *
U.S. (Divided by the
CBECS climate zone and
census division) *
Over 5,200 (2003 CBECS)
Over 6,700 (2012 CBECS)
Each sample building’s
characteristics, yearly
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BPD
Started from 2014
Commercial Building
Classification: 26
More Detailed Commercial
Building Classification: 83
U.S. (Divided by the
ASHRAE climate zone,
state, city, and zip code)
Over 75,000
Distribution and comparison
of yearly energy usages,
building types, and ratings

CEUS

CBECS
expenditures, and end-use
energy usages *
* The information is only for the 2003 and 2012 CBECS.

BPD

Since survey data sources are created for specific purposes, they have their own features and are suitable
for different applications. To help readers select the right data source which suits their application needs,
this paragraph discusses and compares the features of the three typical survey data sources. Table 2 lists the
comparisons of the three survey data sources’ features. First, CEUS uses building energy simulation to
complement the data collected by surveys. Thus, it is able to characterize the changes of energy end uses
caused by occupants. It can also provide hourly data via DrCEUS. However, it is a state-level data source
and lacks publicly available data, which limits the usefulness of the study [21]. Second, CBECS is a
comprehensive energy related data source for U.S. commercial buildings that provides the details of
building characteristics and energy data for each sample. Thanks to the adoption of the area frame and list
frames portions to select building samples, CBECS is considered to be the best data source to reflect the
distribution of the energy performance of the U.S. commercial building sector. However, CBECS cannot
provide the hourly data. Due to the high cost of data collection, CBECS has a relatively small sample size
and the data updates infrequently [61]. The sample set maybe insufficient when the analysis only focuses
on a specific building type at a specific location. At the last, BPD is the largest energy related data source

for U.S. commercial buildings. Its online analysis tool is a decision-support platform which
provides probabilistic risk analysis [60]. However, it does not provide detailed information of each
building sample [10]. Moreover, building samples’ energy-related data is collected in different
periods and one building in different periods could be recorded as different building samples.
Table 2. Comparisons of the three survey data sources’ features
Feature
Use the building energy programs to post-process the survey
data
Provide the hourly end-use energy consumption
Reflect the distribution of the energy consumption of
commercial building sector

CEUS

CBECS

BPD

Yes

No

No

Yes
Only
California

No

No

U.S.

U.S.

Collect energy consumption of given periods
Provide the characteristics for each building sample
Provide enough data to conduct large scale analysis or analyze
energy performance at the local levels
Provide probabilistic risk analysis and decision-support platforms

Yes
Limited
Only
California
No

Yes
No
Detailed Limited
Limited
Many
locations locations
No
Yes

2.2. Simulation Data
Thanks to the fast computing speed, low cost, and easy modification, building energy simulation becomes
more and more popular and provides rich energy-related data sets for broad applications. There are various
building energy simulation programs, like DOE-2 and EnergyPlus, with different features for model inputs,
calculation methods, and model outputs [19, 62, 63]. Several literatures summarized and compared the
major building energy simulation programs [9, 33, 64-66]. This section introduces six commonly used
simulation data sources generated by building energy simulation programs as shown in Figure 2.
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Griffith et al. (2008)
Building models: 4,820
(Based on the building samples in
the 2003 CBECS)
Program: EnergyPlus
Available format: Report

Griffith et al. (2008)

Huang and Franconi (1999)
Huang and Franconi (1999)
Building models: 36
• Building types: 12
• Vintages: 2
• Regions: 2
Program: DOE-2
Available format: Report

DOE (2015)
Building models: 272 (240 in
the U.S.)
• Building types: 16
• Regions: 17 (15 in the U.S.)
Versions: 8
Program: EnergyPlus
Available format: Open-Source
Building Models

Commercial Prototype
Building Models

Commercial Reference
Building Models

Roth (2016), NREL (2018)
Include OpenStudio’s version of
Commercial Reference and
Prototype Building Models
Program: OpenStudio (Engine:
EnergyPlus) + Measures (Ruby)
Available format: Open-Source
Library and Measures

OpenStudio-Standards Gem

DEnCity

DOE (2011)
Building models: 768
• Building types: 16
• Vintages: 3
• Regions: 16
Versions: 2
Program: EnergyPlus
Available format: Open-Source
Building Models

Year

Roth (2012), NREL (2015a),
NREL (2015b)
An open multi-purpose
building energy simulation
database
Program: OpenStudio
(Engine: EnergyPlus) +
POLAR BEARS
Available format: OpenSource Scripts

Figure 2. Summary of the six simulation data sources
First, Huang and Franconi [20] developed 36 commercial building models by using DOE-2 based on the
previous researches [62, 63, 67-69]. Derived from the 1992 CBECS [70], the U.S. commercial building
population were estimated by 36 building models which cover 12 main building types, two vintages, and
two regions (six building types was only studied for one region). The building models were used to analyze
the contributions of building components to heating and cooling loads in U.S. commercial building stocks
and calculate the efficiencies of typical commercial heating and cooling systems to meet the loads.
Second, Griffith, et al. [21] created a set of building energy models to simulate existing commercial building
sector. Based on the building samples in the 2003 CBECS, 4,820 building models were developed by using
EnergyPlus [19]. The authors also introduced the procedure of creating the building models based on the
limited survey data. By changing the model inputs of these building models, over 100,000 simulations were
performed to analyze different scenarios of energy consumption in U.S. commercial buildings. For
example, Griffith, et al. [3] used the simulation results to analyze the NZE potential of the U.S. commercial
building sector. Benne, et al. [22] assessed the energy impacts of outside air in the commercial building
sector.
In order to represent the U.S. commercial building stock with a small number of typical buildings, DOE
created the Commercial Reference Building Models by using EnergyPlus [23, 71]. The inputs for the
Commercial Reference Building Models came from several sources, such as ASHRAE Standard 90.1,
ASHARE Standard 62.1, and CBECS data. There were 768 building models consisting of 16 building types,
3 vintages, and 16 locations, which represented nearly 70% of the U.S. commercial building floor area. The
technical report (Deru et al. 2011) also discussed the methodology to create those building models and
description of each model. The building models are open-source available at
https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/commercial-reference-buildings.
Based on the Commercial Reference Building Models, the Commercial Prototype Building Models were
developed by using EnergyPlus, which represented around 80% of the U.S. commercial building floor area
and over 70% of the energy consumed in U.S. commercial buildings [31, 44]. The building models consist
of 16 building types and 17 ASHRAE climate zones. The building models aimed to simulate the commercial
buildings that meet the requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and IECC. So far, the Commercial
7

Prototype Building Models have eight versions to match the different versions of the ASHRAE Standard
90.1
and
IECC.
The
building
models
are
open-source
available
at
https://www.energycodes.gov/development/commercial/prototype_models.
With the increased number of users for OpenStudio, which is a collection of software tools to support
building energy modeling with EnergyPlus [32], there is an increasing need to enable the Commercial
Reference Building Models and the Commercial Prototype Building Models in OpenStudio. However, the
input file of EnergyPlus (.idf) cannot be directly transferred into the input file of OpenStudio (.osm), which
limits users to use the Commercial Reference Building Models or the Commercial Prototype Building
Models. Thus, NREL developed OpenStudio-Standards gem, a library created using the Ruby programming
language [34, 35, 72]. By using the OpenStudio-Standards gem, users can automatically generate the
OpenStudio versions of the Commercial Reference Building Models and the Commercial Prototype
Building Models. In addition, NREL created a rich set of measures by using Ruby to enable the easy
modification of model inputs [73]. The OpenStudio-Standards gem library is open-source available at
https://github.com/NREL/openstudio-standards and measures are available at https://bcl.nrel.gov/.
Recently, DOE created an open-source multi-purpose building energy simulation database named as
DEnCity [36-38]. The DEnCity database collects OpenStudio simulation inputs and results uploaded by
users. Then using the large-scale simulation data stored in the database, DEnCity can provide users a quick
analysis of building energy consumption for their simulation inputs without running the building energy
simulation. The scripts of DEnCity are open source available at https://github.com/NREL/dencity-web and
https://github.com/NREL/dencity-gem.
Each simulation data source has its own features which are suitable for specific applications. To guide users
to select proper data sources for their applications, Table 3 compares three major features of six simulation
data sources, including model availability, building status, and extendibility. In terms of model availability,
Huang and Franconi [20] and Griffith, et al. [21] do not provide their models for individual buildings. Thus,
users can not repeat or extend their work. However, users can still utilize their conclusions on the
contributors to building heating and cooling loads, and their methodology to create building models based
on the insufficient information from the survey data. On the other side, users can obtain all the inputs and
outputs of the individual building models in the Commercial Reference Building Models, Commercial
Prototype Building Models, and OpenStudio-Standards gem [23, 31, 35]. Thus, users can change the model
inputs and generate new building models based on their specific requirements.
For building status, some sources cover only existing or new buildings and the others can be applied for
both existing and new buildings. The building energy models for existing commercial buildings are usually
created based on the survey and measured data while the models for new buildings are developed to meet
the building energy standards. Based on the CBECS data, the work of Huang and Franconi [20] and Griffith,
et al. [21] were created to estimate the energy consumption of existing U.S. commercial building stocks.
The Commercial Prototype Building Models are used to evaluate the energy performance of the new
commercial buildings complying with the ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and IECC. In addition, Commercial
Reference Building Models aims to analyze the energy performance of both existing and new commercial
buildings. Since OpenStudio-Standards gem consists of Commercial Prototype Building Models and
Commercial Reference Building Models, it provides building models for both existing and new commercial
buildings. DEnCity collects simulation inputs and results uploaded by users for both existing and new
commercial buildings.
The extendibility indicates the capacity of extending the existing data source for analysis outside the
existing application domains. Since Huang and Franconi [20] and Griffith, et al. [21] do not provide the
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building models for user to repeat or extend their work, new users cannot conduct new simulations based
on the existing building energy models. Thus, the two simulation data sources are not suitable to conduct
analysis outside of their existing application domains. Because Commercial Reference Building Models,
Commercial Prototype Building Models, and OpenStudio-Standards gem are open sources for building
models, users can conduct analysis by changing model inputs and generating new simulations for different
applications. Additionally, DEnCity is a large-scale database with a rich set of energy-related simulation
data [36-38]. Based on the large-scale pre-simulated results, users can analyze building energy consumption
for their similar applications quickly. However, the range of the suitable applications highly depend on the
availability of the data in DEnCity and it is difficult to perform an analysis if there is lack of pre-simulated
results.
Table 3. Comparisons of the six simulation data sources’ features

Model Availability

Huang
and
Franconi
[20]
No

Building Status

Existing

Existing

No

No

Feature

Extendibility

Griffith,
et al.
[21]
No

Commercial
Reference
Building
Models
Yes
Existing and
New
Yes

Commercial
Prototype
Building
Models
Yes
New
Yes

OpenStudioStandards DEnCity
Gem
Yes
Existing and
New
Yes

No
Existing
and New
Limited

2.3. Comparison between Survey Data and Simulation Data
There are discrepancies in energy data between survey and simulation data sources [74]. For example,
Turner and Frankel [18] found that simulated energy use deviated from actual energy use by 25% or more
in many buildings. Another example is the study of Griffith, et al. [21]. Although they provided great efforts
to create the building energy models to simulate the energy consumption of building samples in the 2003
CBECS, the total site EUIs from the simulation and survey still have huge gaps in some building types. For
instance, there is a nearly 40% average relative error for the site EUIs of food services between the
simulation results and the 2003 CBECS data. There are four attributes to the differences between the survey
data and simulation data: 1) difficulties to account for occupant behavior [75], 2) interactive effects between
systems [76], 3) uncertainty in model inputs [77], and 4) inefficiencies in actual buildings [78, 79].
Despite their differences, the survey data and simulation data have their own advantages and disadvantages.
On one hand, the survey data has shortages in aspects where the simulation data is excellent. First, the
survey data does not contain details like system efficiency, insulation information, operating schedules, and
hourly energy consumption while the simulation data sources usually include the information [19, 20, 63].
Also, it is difficult to predict the broad impacts or energy saving potentials of individual components (e.g.
a new HVAC equipment or window) by using survey data, which can be easily done by using simulation
data [3, 4, 20, 77]. Moreover, it is time consuming and costly to conduct the building survey, and it is
difficult to perform the survey and update the survey data frequently. However, users can easily generate
sample data under different situations by running simulations.
On the other hand, the survey data also has advantages over the simulation data and it has been used to
improve the simulation data. The survey data provides the references to determine the model inputs, which
ensures that the simulation data can reflect the actual building features [80-82]. Also, the energy data
recorded in the surveys shows the actual energy consumption of existing buildings and are widely used to
calibrate and validate the simulation data [83-85].
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3. Application of Data Sources
Based on the previous discussion and comparison of survey and simulation data, this section summarizes
the applications for the three survey data sources and six simulation data sources, and provides examples
of the applications.

3.1. Applications of Survey Data
Energy-related survey data provides a rich set of useful information for different users [13]. This paper
classifies the applications into four categories: 1) energy performance benchmarks, 2) energy usage
forecasts and predictions, 3) recognition of building energy contributors, and 4) developments of energy
policies and standards. Table 4 summarizes the recommended data sources for different applications and
provides some cases to demonstrate the usages of the data sources.
First, building energy performance benchmark is to evaluate the energy performance of a single building
by comparing with other similar buildings [86]. The survey data sources provide the representative
databases of building samples for building energy performance benchmarking. CEUS and CBECS have a
large number of representative sample data. Thus, they are suitable to create energy performance
benchmarks for U.S. commercial buildings. For example, based on CEUS, the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) developed Cal-Arch, which is a California-based distributional benchmarking model
[87, 88]. Moreover, Mathew, et al. [49] created a benchmarking tool that enabled users to perform the enduse and component-level benchmarking by using CEUS database. On the other hand, based on CBECS, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed Energy Star National Energy Performance Rating
System, which is a national regression-based benchmarking model [39]. Also, Yalcintas and Aytun Ozturk
[89] developed benchmarks by using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method. Moreover, Sharp (1996,
1998) developed benchmarks for energy uses in offices and schools. To evaluate the performance of
benchmarks created by CEUS and CBECS, Matson and Piette [90] compared the results from the Energy
Star National Energy Performance Rating System and Cal-Arch. The results from the two sources validated
each other, and both benchmarking tools had the excellent performance. Brown, et al. [60] pointed out that
the objective of BPD is “not to achieve a representative national sample”. Thus, it is better to create the
building energy performance benchmarks by using CBECS and CEUS.
Second, building energy usage forecasts and predictions display the future trend of building energy
consumption. The survey data sources provide the building characteristics and energy use of existing
commercial building samples. By using the regression models, the future building energy consumption can
be estimated. All the three survey data sources can be used to forecast the trend of the commercial building
sector and predict energy retrofit savings. With thousands of existing building samples in California, CEUS
is a suitable source to predict the trend of energy consumption for the California’s commercial building
sector. For example, Porras-Amores and Dutton [91] assessed the energy and indoor air quality potentials
in office buildings based on the CEUS data. By using the CBECS data, many analyses were conducted.
EIA [92], EIA [1], and Kelso [93] provided the prediction of energy consumption in the commercial
building sectors in the next decades by using the data from CBECS. Also, based on the CBECS data,
Robinson, et al. [94] estimated commercial building energy consumption with machine learning. On the
other hand, BPD can perform both national scale analysis and small-scale analysis for a giving type of
building. For example, Walter and Sohn [95] predicted energy retrofit savings of commercial buildings
based on the large-scale building energy data from BPD. Since BPD contains enough data to approximate
the distribution for specific location and building type [60], it can be also used to predict energy retrofit
savings for narrowly defined sets.
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The third application category is recognition of building energy contributors to quantify their contributions
to building energy consumption and energy saving potentials. To do so, the data sources should provide
enough sampling data. It should also be able to adjust one or several building characteristics and keep the
others as default values. Survey data usually have limited details of building characteristics and energy data.
Therefore, it is difficult to decompose the contributions of components to energy consumption only based
on the survey data. However, CEUS provides hourly end-use information based on the on-site survey and
modeling. Thus, CEUS is the best choice among the three survey data sources to identify the contributions
of components to energy consumption in commercial buildings. For instance, Ma, et al. [96] and Stadler,
et al. [97] introduced the possibility to analyze the decomposition of components to end-uses serving for
the demand response researches.
The fourth application category is developments of energy policies and standards. To make an informed
decision on energy policies and standards, policymakers need to understand the building characteristics and
energy performance of existing building stocks in a given period as well as predict the potential impact of
the new policy and standards. Thus, the survey data serving for policies and standards needs to be
representative and be recorded in given periods. For the California’s commercial building energy-related
policies and standards, CEUS is one of the best choices. For the national energy-related policies and
standards, CBECS is one of the survey data sources that are usually selected. For instance, ASHRAE
Standard 100 used the CBECS data as reference to create EUI targets [42, 43]. Usually, survey data is not
used for urban-scale energy analyses directly because it is difficult to increase a large number of building
samples in a short period. Thus, the urban-scale energy analyses are usually conducted based on simulation
data, which is introduced in Section 3.2.
Table 4. Recommended survey data sources for various applications

CEUS
CBECS
BPD

Case

Energy
performance
benchmarks
X
X
Kinney and Piette
[87],
Mathew, et al. [49],
EPA [39],
Yalcintas and Aytun
Ozturk [89],
Sharp [98],
Sharp [99],
Matson and Piette
[90]

Energy usage
forecasts and
predictions
X
X
X
Porras-Amores and
Dutton [91],
EIA [92],
EIA [1],
Kelso [93],
Robinson, et al. [94],
Walter and Sohn [95]

Energy use
contributions of
building components
X

Supports of
energy policies
and standards
X
X

Ma, et al. [96],
Stadler, et al. [97]

Sharp [43],
ASHRAE [42]

3.2. Applications of Simulation Data
This paper introduces the five main applications of simulation data: 1) energy performance benchmarks, 2)
energy usage forecasts and predictions, 3) recognition of building energy contributors, 4) developments of
energy policies and standards, and 5) urban scale modeling. Table 5 summarizes the recommended data
sources for different applications and provides some cases to demonstrate their usages.
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First, simulation data can be used as building energy performance benchmarks [86]. The advantage of the
simulation-based benchmarks is that the energy performance evaluation of target buildings will not be
affected by the different operating assumptions. There are many successful examples to create building
energy performance benchmarks by using the simulation data. For example, to estimate the potential cost
saving of energy efficient commercial properties, Deru, et al. [100] developed the baseline building models
based on the Commercial Reference Building Models. Similarly, Commercial Prototype Building Models
and OpenStudio-Standards gem are also capable of quantifying the potential energy savings of different
energy efficient measures. For larger scale analysis, DEnCity can perform the similar analysis with higher
granularity as it can contain simulation results under higher granularity of inputs. Roth, et al. [36] provided
a case study that illustrates the satisfying performance for energy performance benchmarks. Due to lack of
available building energy models and the limited available simulation data in the studies of Huang and
Franconi [20] and Griffith, et al. [21], these two data sources are not recommended for building energy
benchmarks. The operations and weather conditions are different between survey-based benchmarks and
target buildings while the simulation-based benchmarks can use the same operations and weather conditions
as the target buildings. Thus, by comparing with survey-based benchmarks, simulation-based benchmarks
can conduct a pure evaluation of the building energy performance.
Second, simulation data sources can be used for energy usage forecasts and predictions. By changing
baseline model inputs based on new devices or improved technologies, users can predict their energy saving
potentials. Griffith, et al. [3], Griffith, et al. [21], and Benne, et al. [22] predicted the technical potentials
for achieving NZE buildings in the commercial building sector and calculated the impact factors by
simulating thousands of building models. Also, Glazer [4] researched on the maximum of technically
achievable energy targets for commercial buildings based on the Commercial Prototype Building Models.
Moreover, EnCompass (Energy Impact Illinois) identified retrofit opportunities in Chicago office buildings
by running 278,000 EnergyPlus simulations based on the Commercial Reference Building [101]. For the
U.S. commercial buildings, DEnCity can do the same work as EnCompare with the similar procedure [36].
Survey data is usually used to forecast the energy consumption trend of the whole commercial building
sector while simulation data has the ability to predict the energy consumption trend and energy saving
potential of a typical building or building type.
The third application is recognition of building energy contributors. Because most of the popular building
energy simulation programs are able to change the building model inputs and generate the hourly energy
end-uses, it is easy to decompose impacts of components to building loads and energy consumptions. Field,
et al. [102] mentioned the possibilities to analyze the impact of single building component on building
energy consumption. Based on the decompositions of building energy models, the building components
having great energy impacts can be identified [20, 102-105]. For example, Huang and Franconi [20]
provided a case to identify the building components that have great impacts on the heating and cooling
loads in the U.S. commercial buildings. DEnCity can help users identify the building energy contributors
quickly by alternating the model inputs and showing their impacts on energy consumption. Generally, the
simulation data is a better option to recognize the building energy contributors by comparing to survey data.
The simulation data can be applied for the developments of energy policies and standards. For instance,
Field, et al. [102] introduced that NREL used Commercial Reference Building Models to estimate the
aggregate savings of ASHRAE Standard 189.1 compared to 90.1-2004 and 90.1-2007. Recently, the
Commercial Reference Building Models were not updated. Thus, it is recommended to develop energy
policies and standards by referring to energy-related data from Commercial Prototype Building Models,
which are updated to meet the different versions of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and IECC. For instance,
Thornton, et al. [44] used the Commercial Prototype Building Models to validate whether the new
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ASHRAE Standard can achieve the energy and cost saving goals by comparing to the old standard.
Moreover, Roth, et al. [36] stated that policymakers can investigate the effects of proposed changes on
building stocks by running thousands of simulations, which is an application of DEnCity. It is worth to
mention that survey data is more appropriate to make policymakers understand the energy performance of
existing building stocks while simulation data is more proper to evaluate the building energy saving
potentials by using the new standards.
The fifth application is urban scale modeling, which is a popular topic recently. Based on the GIS, database,
and urban-scale energy calculator, many researches were conducted [45-47]. The urban-scale energy
calculators are usually developed based on EnergyPlus or OpenStudio. It is necessary to create some
baseline building energy models based on the survey data or building energy standards. For the U.S.
commercial building sector, Commercial Reference Building Models, Commercical Prototype Building
Models, and OpenStudio-Standards gem are the appropriate candidates.
Table 5. Recommended simulation data sources for various applications
Energy
performance
benchmarks
Huang and
Franconi [20]
Griffith, et al.
[21]
Commercial
Reference
Building Models
Commercial
Prototype
Building Models
OpenStudioStandards Gem
DEnCity

Case

Energy use
Energy usage
contributions
forecasts and
of building
predictions
components

Supports of
energy
policies and
standards

Urban scale
modeling

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
Deru, et al.
[100],
Roth, et al.
[36]

X
Griffith, et al.
[3],
Griffith, et al.
[21],
Benne, et al.
[22],
Illinois [101],
Glazer [4],
Hooper, et al.
[106]

X
Huang and
Franconi [20],
Field, et al.
[102]

X
Thornton, et al.
[44]

Hong, et al.
[45]
Macumber, et
al. [46]
Reinhart and
Davila [47]

3.3. KPIs of Survey and Simulation Data
To guide users to select survey or simulation databases, Table 6 lists the KPIs for the five applications.
Each KPI has the same weight to evaluate whether the database is suitable for a specific application. Users
will provide scores for individual KPIs. The high score means that the database meets the description of
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KPI. Then users are recommended to select the database with the highest aggregated score, which is the
most suitable to be used for the specific application.
Table 6. KPIs for the five applications
Application

KPI

Be representative
Not be affected by the operations
Provide building characteristics and energy use
Have large sample size/good extendibility
Energy Usage Forecasts and Predictions
Provide building characteristics and energy use
Be able to control variables
Energy Use Contributions of Building Components
Provide building characteristics and energy use
Be representative
Record data in given periods
Supports of Energy Policies and Standards
Follow the energy policies and standards
Keep updating
Be representative
Have large sample size/good extendibility
Be able to control variables
Urban Scale Modeling
Provide building characteristics and energy use
Provide the whole building energy models
Energy Performance Benchmarks

Figure 3 shows the case to select the survey and simulation databases for the five applications. As we
analyzed the applications in Section 3.1 and 3.2, we need to determine the advantages and disadvantages
for each candidate database based on the KPIs and then score the KPIs for each database. The subfigures
(a) and (c) respectively show the scores for individual KPIs for each survey database and simulation
database. The subfigures (b) and (d) respectively show the aggregated scores with the same weight. The
vertical dot dash lines are the thresholds of the recommended databases. The databases with the higher
score are recommended. For example, the CEUS and CBECS are recommended for the energy performance
benchmarks. It is worth noting that we adjust the aggregated scores for Huang and Franconi [20] and
Griffith, et al. [21] and recommended these two databases because their reports respectively provide data
for energy use contributions of building components, and energy usage forecasts and predictions. This
section provides a general guideline. Based on the KPIs and guideline, users still need to provide their own
judgements to select the suitable databases.
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Figure 3. KPIs and aggregated score for survey and simulation data
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3.4. Combined Applications of Survey and Simulation Data
Due to the complement of two data types, combined applications of survey and simulation data make the
results more robust and accurate for special purposes [12, 21, 107, 108]. The building energy simulation
can generate more samples based on the survey data. On the other hand, the survey data can be used to
validate and calibrate the building energy simulation, and then improve the quality of the simulation results.
On one hand, the simulation data, fast and inexpensively generated by building energy simulation programs,
complements the shortages of the survey data. First, the simulation data can normalize the weather
conditions and building characteristics in survey databases, which can avoid the errors to evaluate energy
performance caused by different conditions. For example, DrCEUS adjusted the on-site survey data in
CEUS from actual historical weather data to normalized weather data [12, 48]. Second, the simulation data
can generate more details of energy uses. For example, the CBECS data can only provide yearly energy
data for the whole building. The simulation data can provide the details like hourly energy data for major
components. Since CEUS combines the survey and modeling methods, hourly end-use energy
consumptions can be identified [12]. Furthermore, the simulation data can consider various possible
situations and broaden the sample sizes in survey data sources. Griffith, et al. [21] developed over 4,000
building energy models based on the 2003 CBECS. Then based on the models, Griffith, et al. [3] and Benne,
et al. [22] changed the settings of the models to analyze the potential for achieving NZE buildings and
assess the energy impacts of outside air. Finally, it is easy to conduct the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
by using simulation data [77, 109-111]. The energy data from surveys is affected by ambient conditions,
building characteristics, and operating. Therefore, it is difficult for survey data to analyze the uncertainty
of energy consumption due to the variances of some inputs and identify sensitive inputs to energy
consumption. The simulation data can complement this shortage of the survey data. For instance,
Eisenhower, et al. [77] provided a successful case to conduct uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, and
decomposition of building energy models.
On the other hand, the survey data can also help to improve the quality of the simulation data. First, survey
data provide some important model input data, although not all, for developing building energy models.
For instance, several studies provided a methodology how to use the 2003 CBECS to model envelopes and
system [80-82]. Griffith, et al. [21] provided a procedure to develop building energy models based on the
2003 CBECS data. Also, survey data can validate and calibrate the building models and improve the
simulation results. As the discussion in Section 2, there are differences in energy data between survey and
simulation data [18, 21]. Since survey data or measured data reflects the actual cases, they can be used to
evaluate the quality of building energy models. Many researches provided methodologies to validate and
calibrate the building energy models based on the survey data or measured data [83, 112-117]. After
validation and calibration, the simulation data is more persuasive.

4. Conclusion
This paper conducts a critical review of energy-related data for U.S. commercial buildings along with their
applications. Three typical survey data sources and six representative simulation data sources are
summarized and compared.
Due to different objectives, the three survey data sources have different collecting methods and features.
CEUS is a state-level in-depth survey data source, CBECS is a national in-depth source, and BPD is a
national large-scale source. Thus, CEUS and CBECS provide detailed energy-related data. Even, by using
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DrCEUS, the hourly end-use energy consumption can be obtained in CEUS. BPD has the largest sample
size among the three survey data sources. Among simulation data sources, Huang and Franconi [20] and
Griffith, et al. [21] do not provide their models for individual buildings, which limits users to repeat or
extend their work. Commercial Reference Building Models, Commercial Prototype Building Models, and
OpenStudio-Standards gem are open sources for their building energy models. Users can change model
inputs and conduct new simulations. DEnCity, a multi-purpose building simulation database, provides users
a quick analysis of building energy consumption without running the building energy simulation.
Both survey data and simulation data can be used for energy performance benchmarks, energy usage
forecasts and predictions, recognition of building energy contributors, and developments of energy policies
and standards. In addition, simulation data can be used to conduct urban scale modeling. Further, we provide
the KPIs to guide users for selections of databases. Because of the advantages and disadvantages of the
survey data and simulation data, the combined applications of both data types are also selected in some
researches. By doing so, the two types of data can complement each other.
By using this paper, various users can use the paper for their own work. Building owners and managers can
select data sources for benchmarking and use the existing cases for applications as references. Energy
modelers can follow the research mentioned in this paper to forecast the energy consumption in U.S.
commercial buildings. Product developers can use this guideline to gauge the market potential. Policy
makers can update and validate the building energy standards by using data sources and the related
applications mentioned by the paper as reference.
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